RICHARD MCCANN
1944 —

r i chard mccann was born on the sixth of june:
at holy name hospital in teaneck : new j e r s e y:
usa: richard mccann’s favorite activity as a child was riding
his bike: building tree houses: playin g kick the can after dinner:
kick the can was a game related to tag and hide and seek and also
capture the flag which was played outdoors by small gatherings of
children in northern new jersey almost always after children ran
out of their house after dinner: almost always the games proceeded
something like this: one child was proclaimed as it and an empty
soup can was placed out in the open of the middle of a street: the
other children ran off and hid while the it covered their eyes and
counted to 100: it then tried to find and tag each of the players:
any player who was tagged was sent to the holding pen jail which
was a designated area for all the captured players to congregate in
plain sight of the can: any player who was caught could kick the
can: if they kicked the can without being caught they set all of the
captured players free. if it caught all of the players he or she won:
this game of skill strategy and stealth as well as fleetness was the
dusk olympics of northern new jersey in the pre tv glorious warm
summer evenings of the old thirties and forties: richard mccann’s
first job was cutting lawns: richard mccann’s mother and father
were born in new york city: usa: as a child richard mccann lived
in maywood: new jersey: usa: as a child richard mccann loved
summertime: now: richard mccann lives in seville: spain: as an
adult richard mccann loves his wife karen: his friends: flowers:
plants: richard mccann’s favorite animals are dogs: especially his
eskimo pie: richard mccann’s favorite ideas are all creative ideas:
richard mccann’s favorite object is a painting given to him by his
wife karen: richard mccann earned his living in california usa and
ohio usa as a health care administrator and consultant dedicated
to improving the safety and quality of care provided to communities:
richard mccann is a retired united states naval commander: richard mc
cann is is brave and honerable man who never refused an order and was
always willing to put himself in harm’s way in order to serve the united
states of america: the aim of the art of richard mccann is to enable
people to be happy: the aim of the life of richard mccann is to enable
people to be happy: and now i will say farewell to you: and i will
sing of another true and happy far thrower of apples stones baseballs
horseshoes kicker of footballs cans and bricks in paper bags of the old
north new jersey of maples and oaks of sleds toboggans and jalopies
of climbing trees and riding bikes under trees and rain floods sun
swimming pools and lakes and oceans of soda fountains playing
in streets and schools and yards and fields and the woods
and hills and castles in the air and in spain too:
1944
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